NEW FROM ARCTIC: GEN 3 MONITOR ARMS
AND THE ALL NEW W1C WALL MOUNT
Maximum stability and flexibility for ergonomic workstations.
ARCTIC presents the latest edition of its popular Z and Z Pro monitor arm
series while also introducing the all new W1C wall mount. All products are
available now in stores and in the ARCTIC Webshop.
The new Gen 3 models of the monitor mounts - Z1 (Gen 3), Z2 (Gen 3), Z1 Pro (Gen
3), Z2 Pro (Gen 3) and Z3 Pro (Gen 3) - are characterised by maximum load capacity,
endless flexibility, a simple mounting system and high-quality manufacturing. With a new
matte black finish and reworked cable management, the Gen 3 monitor arms differ both
visually and functionally from their predecessors. All Gen 3 models have an easily accessible
USB hub with four ports and are suitable for both large screens and ultrawide monitors.
Extensions are available for the Z Pro Gen 3 series, which allow users to mount one or two
additional monitors on top. In addition, the Pro models come with a Micro-USB power supply.

New Product: W1C Wall Mount with movable articulated arm

With the new W 1 C wall mount, ARCTIC extends its portfolio of mounts with a portable and
space-saving solution. The W1C is compatible with screens up to 43 "(49" Ultrawide
Monitors) wide and weighing up to 18 kg. The monitor wall mount is equipped with a
retractable folding arm, making it easy to adjust for optimal viewing from all angles.

About ARCTIC
ARCTIC is a leading manufacturer of silent PC coolers and components and has initiated and sustainably
influenced the trend towards quiet cooling systems. Besides a wide range of CPU and GPU coolers, ARCTIC
offers high quality monitor mounts as well as an audio product line. The company, run by founder Magnus
Huber, has locations in Germany, Hong Kong and the USA and convinces pc enthusiasts in over 45 countries
with innovative and user-friendly products, high quality and fair prices. For more than 15 years ARCTIC
stands for comfortable computing, excellent service and personal support.
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